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Marcia Sollie: With Xyngular, I Replaced
and Doubled My Salary in 6 Weeks
I was introduced to the Products by Joanne Wolf, who
I’ve known for many years. Joanne actually contacted me
about 2 ½ yrs ago, I ordered the products, then due to
financial circumstances, sent the products back.
In March of 2012, I went in for my physical, when my
doctor came in we chatted briefly and then she looked at
me and said “If you don’t do something about your weight
and numbers, we are going to have to start Insulin
shots.” That scared me big time, so I immediately called
Joanne (after watching her results on Facebook for 2
years) I said “order it now, I have to do something now.” I
received the IGNITE Plus Pack, plus a couple of
additional products, and it arrived and sat on my dining
room table for a week before I started.
I have done every imaginable diet and this was the first
time I felt great, had additional energy and was not hungry . After the first 2 days, I was down 5 pounds, then
by the end of my first 8 days I had lost 10 pounds and over 13 inches. I felt thin from within, then looked in
the mirror and even though I still had quite a ways to go, I was pumped.
I am down 44 pounds, and I have gone from a 16/18 to a size 8 and still losing!
The other part of my story is that I had gone back to work at a
J-O-B, and I was tired of the “drama and trauma” of
everyone’s lives and had really wanted to be working out of
my home again. We have been self-employed most of our 39
years of marriage. We had been praying and asking God to
show us or bring something our way…We had been listening
to some CD’s of Gary Keesee and the thing that kept coming
back to me that he had said is that “People must realize that
making money does not come from a 9-5 J-O-B….The money
is in the marketplace….that SPOKE to me loud and clear. I
said to my husband “If I can somehow replace my salary from
the bank, can I quit my J-O-B!” and he agreed.
I started sharing on Facebook that I had just lost 3 pounds, 5
pounds, 8 pounds, then friends started messaging me and
asking what I was doing, so I would get Joanne on a 3-way
call and sign them up, one after another. Within 6 weeks, I
had replaced my salary and soon doubled it, so I put in my
notice and am able to share Xyngular with others full time, in
my pajamas until noon if I want!
I have earned 3 trips: Sundance, $1500.00 Cash, the Directors
Invitational, and the Around the world trip. We have gone from
starting in April to going to Gold Director and working on Platinum
Director! This company is amazing and like no other we have
ever been a part of. They are family.
I am so thankful that Joanne did not Give up on me and was
ready when I finally made the call to help and coach me along my
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journey! It is so amaXYNG to hear all the stories and calls that
come in as people share what these products are doing for them
and that they are getting their lives back again, it brings me to
tears over and over. How can you not share with others to help
them get their lives and health back?
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